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Abstract
Stroke is an acute nerve function disorder which caused by the dysfunctional blood flow to the brain, the
symptoms depend on the brain focal area that has dysfunctions. Stroke has become the fifth of the cause of death
in the United States, kills nearly 130,000 people each year, 1 of 20 deaths is caused by stroke. In every 40
seconds in the United States, a person is afflicted by stroke. In every 4 minutes, two people died of stroke. Every
year approximately 795,000 people in the United States have stroke. Among its 610,000 had stroke for the first
time while the rest 185,000 people had their series of occurrence. Research design used in this research is cross
sectional method that stresses on certain time data measurement. This research’s subject is patients of Health
Clinic Center throughout Bima who participate in POLANIS program. The sampling method of this research is
consecutive sampling, so the sampling choices are all individuals which comply to the sample criteria, until the
designated sample number is reached. Framingham Score Sheet is used by the writer as the research
instrument.The correlation test resulted in p value > 0.05 so it can be concluded there is no relationship between
obesity by framingham score to incidents of stroke and also the correlation test resulted in p value > 0.05 and it
can be concluded that there is no relationship between obesity by framingham score with the risk of stroke.
There is no relevance between obesity and cholesterol by framingham score with the incidents of stroke and the
risk of stroke for responders in Health Clinic Center throughout Bima.
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1. Introduction
Stroke is an acute nerve function disorder which caused by the dysfunctional blood flow to the brain, the
symptoms depend on the brain focal area that have dysfunctions (WHO, 2011). Stroke has become the fifth in
the United States’ cause of death, killed almost 130,000 people each year, with the cause of death of 1 person
from 20 people is stroke. Every 40 seconds a person is afflicted by stroke in the United States. Every 4 minutes 2
people died of stroke. Every year approximately 795,000 people have stroke in the United States. With 610,000
people have stroke for the first time while 185,000 was having their second or more episodes of stroke (National
Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, 2016).
According to the 2015 American Heart Association National Center, 29.8% people who have stroke in the year
of 2009 to 2012 were the aged 80 years old and more, which showed the biggest percentage in the age group of
stroke. While if categorized based on the gender, the 24% of the people who had stroke was men and the 23% of
them was women (Mozaffarian, et al., 2015). The stroke prevalence based on RISKESDAS 2013 was 12.1%,
was 0.3% for the cardiac arrest, and 1.5% for coronary heart disease. This showed that the stroke prevalence was
the highest among other harmful non-infectious diseases. The stroke prevalence is bigger as the age increase,
that is 43.1 % and 67% for ≥ 75 years old for men and women (Health Ministry of Indonesia, 2013).
The risk factors of stroke are many. Several biological factors are age and gender, high blood pressure,
cholesterol serum, fibrinogen, while the activity factors are smoking, diet, alcohol consumptions, lack of
physical activities, non-hemorrhagic heart diseases, atrial fibrillation, glucose intolerant, in addition there are
social characteristics such as education, social class, ethnic, while the environmental factors are temperature,
geographical location, and psychology that influence it (Truelsen, et al., 2016).
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In the 1930s, cardiovascular diseases were the cause in half of all death in the United States. That was the reason
for Framingham Risk Score measurement (Kannel, 2016).
Several countries or country groups had been applying the measurement to their citizen, but inconsistency of
measurement method was found in the Framingham Risk Score between their population with risks and events in
each countries. The Framingham Risk Score model is considered accurate in the United States, Australia and
New Zealand but not accurate for the Europe and Asia population (Eichler, et al., 2017).
On the other hand, based on the research conducted in Malaysia to 14,863 responders aged 40-65 years old
aimed for comparing Framingham Risk Score, Systematic Coronary Risk Evaluation (SCORE) and World
Health Organization (WHO)/International Society of Hypertension (ISH) as measurement tools for
cardiovascular diseases of Asian population, Framingham Risk Score and SCORE is applicable for Malaysian
practitioners. Even though the method of use of the both tools are different. SCORE is more recommended for
male. The Framingham Risk Score measurement is conducted by using online calculator which has many
indicators (Selvarajah, et al., 2014).
The Framingham Risk Score measurement can predict strokes based on the risk factors calculation that includes
age, systolic blood pressure, antihypertension medication, diabetes, smoking status, cardiovascular disease
history, atrial fibrillation, and left hypertrophy ventricle (Donald, et al., 2010).
The output of Framingham Risk Score measurement can be used to predict coronary heart disease, myocardia
infarct, coronary insufficiency, angina, non-hemorrhagic stroke, hemorrhagic stroke, transient ischemic attack,
periphery artery disease, and cardiac arrest for the next 10 years. The use of the Framingham score is more
recommended for the age <85 years old (Sabayan, et al., 2013).
2. Method
Design model of this research is cross sectional that is an approach which stresses on certain time data
measurement. The population of this research is patients who are participants of POLANIS activity at Health
Clinic Center throughout Bima. The sampling method of this research is consecutive sampling, so the sampling
choices are all individuals which comply to the sample criteria, until the designated sample number is reached.
2.1 Research Procedures
a. Before doing the measurement with framingham score, the writer reviewed the parameters of age, gender,
and smoking habit and measured samples’ blood pressure, cholesterol, DM, height, weight, and abdominal/waist
measurement
b.

Measurements was conducted in every puskesmas visited by the writer and enumerator.

c. The measurements were valued on points based on Framingham Risk Score 10 Years application and
categorized to: very low risk if the total score is less than 10, low risk if the score is between 10 to 15, medium
risk if the score is between 15 to 20, and high risk if the score is more than 20.
Ethical approval was obtained from the hospital research ethics committees with serial number of approval was
obtained at the present time. Writing Informed Consent was obtained from all responders after they got an
explanation. The purpose of research and the right to resign of the research described. All responders recorded as
anonymous and confidential.
3. Results
The result of univariate analysis with responders’ characteristics such as: age, gender, educational background,
and job. Of all the 81 responders from Health Service Center throughout Bima the modus of age group is elderly
with a range of age from 56 to 65 years old that is 34 people (42.2%). The modus of gender of responders is
female (72.8%) meanwhile the male responders are 22 people (27,2%). This shows that female patients are more
likely to have stroke. The educational backgrounds of the responders are 25 people graduated from high school
(30.9%), meanwhile the fewest is 5 people graduated from D3 (19.8%).
3.1 Data of the Relationship Between Obesity and Framingham Score
In this part, the writer will describe the research result of the relationship between Obesity and Cholesterol with
Framingham score and the risk of stroke in PKM throughout Bima.
The table below shows the relationship between obesity with the Framingham score and events of Strokes.
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Chi-Square

Df

P

104

0.465

The table above shows that there is no relevance between obesity with Framingham score and the events of
stroke. The correlation test by using Chi-Square shows P value = 0.465 which concludes the absent of relevance
between obesity with Framingham score and the events of stroke.
3.2 The Relevance Between Cholesterol and Framingham Score
The table below shows the relationship between Cholesterol with Framingham score to the events of Stroke.

Chi-Square

Df

P

116

0.748

The table above shows that there is no relevance between Cholesterol with Framingham score to the events of
stroke. The correlation test by using Chi-Square shows P value = 0.748 which concludes that there is no
relevance between cholesterol with Framingham score to the events of stroke.
4. Discussion
4.1 The Responders’ Age Distribution
The age groups of evaluation on responders’ stroke characteristics, based on Ministry of Health of Republic of
Indonesia 2009, are adult 36–45 years old, elderly 46–55 years old, more advance elderly 56–65 years old, and
even more advance elderly > 65 years old.
Based on the research conducted at center health service throughout Bima, the responders who have risk of
stroke are 4 adults (4.9%), 25 elderlies (30.8%), 34 advance elderlies (42.2%), and 18 even more advance
elderlies (22.1%). Based on the research the age group that has more risk of stroke is more advance elderly of
56–65 years old of 42.2%. The result is in accordance with what Ariesta et al (2012) stated in their research, that
is stroke strikes the most to people aged range from 55 to 64 years old, most of which caused by hypertension.
Ariesta et al (2012) stated in their research that the increase of people who afflicted by stroke is most likely have
to do with the increase of the events of stroke risk factors. The stroke risk factors are diabetes mellitus, mental
health disorders, habit of smoking, and hypertension where hypertension is an illness that the most common to
be found in stroke patients, and does not healed after the first strike of stroke, and it is most commonly happened
to patients over 55 year old (Brian-Fred M, Fitzsimmons 2017).
That statement is sponsored by Glen et al (2015) in their research that stated the people who often by stroke are
the patients aged 51 to 65 years old and those who have already been stroked by stroke before while that age
range is when hypertension is commonly the main reason of non-hemorrhagic stroke, both because of the
increase of systolic pressure and diastolic pressure. The higher one’s blood pressure, the higher also one’s risk on
getting stroke especially when one’s systolic blood pressure is at the range of 140 mmHg to 160 mmHg or when
one’s diastolic blood pressure is at the range of 90 mmHg to 100 mmHg is 65.4 %.
4.2 The Responders’ Gender Distribution
This research has more female responders (72.8%) than male responders (27.2%). Based on the research
conducted by Ceylan et al in the year of 2014, the demography of female stroke patients is higher in number than
the male patients, that is 58.8% female and 41.2% male. The mutual result also found in the research by Saccon
et al which shows more female non-hemorrhagic stroke patients than the male. The research conducted by
Sawalha also found that non-hemorrhagic patients are bigger in number for female than male with ratio 1:0.84.
The data published by Riskesdas (2013) showed the prevalence of stroke is similar for women and men. The
events of non-hemorrhagic stroke will increase by the increase of age. Framingham reported that the events of
stroke increased by 1.66 times on male, and 1.93 times on female in every 10 years of age. On the literature
review of the research by Timothy (2004) it is stated that the stroke incidents are more often on male but the
prevalence is higher on female because there are more women in the entire population. The incidents of stroke
are more often afflict men than women. In most age group, more men suffer stroke than women in certain period
of time. But the most deaths caused by stroke happened to women. The intake of birth control pills and
pregnancy raise the risk of stroke in women.
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4.3 The Responders’ Educational Background Distribution
The biggest number of responders of this research is graduated from high school that consists of 25 people. The
research conducted by Wardhani and Martini (2014) resulted in most of responders that have high educational
background have more knowledge in the risks of stroke. One’s educational background can influence one’s
cognitive functions such as listening, comprehension of information, problem solving, behavior, and lifestyle.
The higher the educational background of an elderly, the higher also his cognitive function.(Nobel, Mayo,
Hanley, Nadeau, & Daskalopoulou, 2014)
Arikunto (2011) stated that one’s knowledge and education are predisposition factors that can influence one’s
health status. Low knowledge level on stroke as illness and on post-stroke rehabilitation can hinder one’s
recovery process.
4.4 The Responders’ Job Distribution
Based on the job distribution of this research, stroke patients mostly are housewives that are 44.4% from the total
number. Wolff (2006) stated that stress can be caused by role conflict in many situations in life such as the role
conflict in marriage and in job. Other than that, there is a factor such as change of lifestyle, especially for those
who live in the urban cities, behavior such as consumptions of fast foods which contains high fat level, smoking
habit, lack of exercise, and stress. All those factors enhance the chance of housewives to have stroke. (Thomas &
Lip, 2017)
4.5 The Relationship Between Obesity From Framingham Score to Stroke Risk
Based on the correlation test the p value > 0.05 so it can be concluded that there is no relevance between obesity
with Framingham score and risk of stroke. A research by Deoke, et.al. (2012) done to a hospital patients in India
stated that there is no significant relationship between obesity with stroke (p = 0.43). A research conducted by
Onwuchekwa,et.al. (2013) showed a similar result. The research was conducted to villagers in South Nigeria and
concluded that there is no relationship between obesity and the incidents of stroke.
A research conducted by Hankey at Rochester, showed a statistic resulted in OR value that was not significant to
obesity, that is 1.6 (95% CI: 1.4 – 1.8). People with obesity are in risk of having stroke, but the risk isn’t directly
related. Obesity is one of stroke’s risk factor because it can increase chance of hypertension, heart disorders, and
diabetes mellitus. Mackay (2004) stated that obesity is the main factor of coronary heart disease and diabetes
mellitus.(Curry et al., 2018)
Meanwhile, the research conducted by Nurfaida, Munawir and Suarnianti (2013) concluded that there is no
relationship between obesity with incidents of Non-Hemorrhagic Stroke (NHS) at Level II Pelamonia Makasar
Hospital (p = 0.419, α = 0.05). They claimed that they research’s result is in agreement with the result of
research which stated that obesity does not have a positive correlation with the incidents of stroke. Wether or not
there is a direct relationship between obesity and stroke has not been clear until now. But obesity is usually
linked to eating habit, type 2 DM, the increase of cholesterol level and the increase of blood pressure which can
trigger atherosclerosis process. Especially to those who have central obesity (stomach obesity) (National
Vascular Disease Prevention Alliance, 2012)
4.6 The Relationship Betweeen Cholestreol From Framingham Score to the Risk of Stroke Incidents
Based on the correlation analysis the p value > 0.05 so it can be concluded that there is no relevance between
obesity and Framingham score to the risk of stroke incidents. A research conducted by Chirtanto, et,al also
shows no relationship between cholesterol and stroke incidents, this statement also sponsored by research result
of Framingham Study that said there is no relevance between abnormal cholesterol level with stroke incidents
both in men and women. This may be caused by abnormal cholesterol level as one of weak risk factor for the
trigger of stroke.
While the research conducted by Linda Soebroto in the relationship between cholesterol level on stroke patients
in RSUD Dr.Moewardi stated that hypercholesterolemia is the risk factor of stroke with OR value = 3.701. The
research conducted by Irfan Marta (2004) in the relationship between stroke risk factors in the neurology
division of national stroke prevention center at RSUP Bukit Tinggi, resulted in hypercholesterolemia as a stroke
risk factor with OR value = 6.032.
5. Conclusion
There is no relevance between obesity by using framingham score with the risk of stroke for responders in
Health Clinic Center throughout Bima and there is no relevance of cholesterol by using framingham score with
the risk of stroke for responders in Health Clinic Center throughout Bima.
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